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ROTEX underfloor heating 

More cosiness, less heating cost

Welcome to your new room ambiance

The choice of heating surface is influenced by the room, 

window and wall layout of your new home to a large extent. 

Rooms flooded with light with large windows, variable, open 

spaces for furniture and a constant pleasant room climate – 

with underfloor heating systems by ROTEX you can let your 

creative living ideas take flight.

Freedom writ large - Floor coverings to your choice

With all ROTEX underfloor heating systems you have a virtually 

unrestricted choice of floor coverings. If this is taken into ac-

count during the planning, an optimum thermal performance 

is ensured.

Low energy consumption and healthy comfort

Because of the extremely large heating area, the underfloor 

heating system manages with a low surface temperature.The 

air temperature in rooms can be maintained at a significantly 

lower temperature than rooms heated by conventional heating 

systems, while delivering the same perceived temperature. 

Lower levels of air circulation also suppress the dispersion of 

dust and dust mites. A major benefit to those who are allergic 

to house dust!

Contemporary heating – even in the future!

The existing heating surface has a decisive influence on the 

choice of your boiler. Modern heat generators, such as heat 

pumps, for example, are designed to operate at low system 

temperatures. And the lower the flow temperature, the more 

efficiently and economically you can operate the heating 

system. The ROTEX underfloor heating means that you can 

choose any type of heat generator. Because it can be com-

bined with both common heating systems, such as oil, gas 

or remote heat , as well as with a heat pump and with solar 

support. Tomorrow as well as today. 

Your advantages with ROTEX underfloor 

heating

•   Individual room design

•  Free selection of flooring

•  Sustainable: Open for all energy types

•   Heating cost savings by efficient energy exploi-

tation

•   Healthy heat, suitable for persons allergic to 

house dust

•  Easy and variable temperature control

•   Heating in the winter and cooling in the 

summer with the highest level of energy 

efficiency in combination with a ROTEX heat 

pump

•  Can be combined with existing radiators

•  Suitable both for modernisation and new-build

„Putting in underfloor heating was one of the best 

decisions we ever made. There is nothing obvious 

to see, but everywhere in our house it is always 

pleasantly warm. And in combination with the  

ROTEX heat pump, we can even cool the house 

during summer.”

Leyla and Jürgen Knitz, 

in their new house
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ROTEX underfloor heating 

Your feel-good climate, 

day after day with the 

ROTEX Comfort 365

Air-to-water heat pump 

ROTEX HPSU compact 

(outdoor and indoor unit)

Solar system

ROTEX Solaris (optional)

Fan convector 

ROTEX HP convector 

(optional)

Underfloor heating 

ROTEX Monopex
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January December

Room temperature 
without air-conditioning

Room temperature 
with Comfort 365

Warm and cosy homes in winter and 

comfortably cool in the summer.

With the ROTEX Comfort 365 hea-

ting system, you can enjoy your own 

personal comfort temperature at any 

time of the year (see white area on 

diagram) in all rooms. Custom comfort 

settings in a jiffy.

Ideal temperature in any season

Our heating means a cosy home. Heat generators such as an 

air-to-water heat pump use regenerative environmental energy 

as a source of heat, thus reducing energy consumption and 

costs to a minimum. But what about air-conditioning during 

the summer? Very few residential buildings are fitted with air-

conditioning units that offer a comfortable temperature on hot 

summer days and nights as well. This is something we want to 

change. With our heating system which not only provides the 

entire residence with comfortable heating in winter but also 

clean cooling in summer. And can do so while running cost-

effectively without additional procurement costs – 

ROTEX Comfort 365.

Regenerative heat in winter, clean cooling in the summer

In combination with ROTEX underfloor heating, the ROTEX 

heat pump puts its special talents to the test. When cooling, 

the heat pump process is simply put into reverse, i. e. heat is 

taken from the building and released into the surroundings. 

The underfloor heating then performs the actual cooling of the 

room. The large surface provides a very comfortable, draft-free 

room climate. Invisible and noiseless, also when cooling.

 

Cunning combination:

Underfloor heating and fan convector

In rooms without underfloor heating, the ROTEX 

HP convector is used which also has a dual heating and cooling 

function. It is the ideal supplement to the ROTEX heat pump 

if not all the rooms are equipped with underfloor heating. The 

particularly quiet operation means that it can even be opera-

ted in bedrooms. The integrated electronic room temperature 

controller ensures the optimum atmosphere in each room.

Maximum comfort and the highest levels of efficiency – 

all-Inclusive

The cooling option of the ROTEX air-to-water heat pump, 

which comes as standard or is optionally available, allows you 

to enjoy the dual heating and cooling function in rooms you fit 

with underfloor heating, without additional expenditure and 

investment. The operating costs for this additional comfort are 

low. Usage costs of 10 to 20 Euros per year for cooling a living 

room with ROTEX Comfort 365 were calculated by the Institute 

for Building Energetics at the University of Stuttgart. 

ROTEX Solaris: Minimises energy costs

By integrating a solar system which provides additional sup-

port to the heating system in the winter with free solar energy, 

Comfort 365 offers maximum living comfort at minimum 

energy costs.

Heating and cooling with ROTEX Comfort 365

•  Maximum living comfort 365 days per year

•  Tailor-made ROTEX system solutions to your needs 

and building constraints
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ROTEX underfloor heating 

New build: Always first choice

We make it right for everybody

ROTEX offers innovative underfloor heating system solutions 

to meet all demands. All heating surfaces are designed to your 

individual requirements for the various different rooms to pro-

vide maximum cosiness, room ambiance and energy efficiency.

Systematic structuring

ROTEX underfloor heating systems and cooling systems are 

generally realised using system plates in new-build installati-

ons. The system plates provide good thermal insulation to the 

supporting structure and outstanding step noise insulation 

properties. They are easy to lay, environmentally beneficial 

(CFC-free) and meet all constructional requirements thanks to 

their various different executions.

Floor or wall

ROTEX underfloor heating systems are also used as wall hea-

ting systems. This option is recommended if underfloor heating 

is not possible as a result of the constructional conditions, or if 

the floor area is inadequate to heat the room. 

It is therefore possible to create particularly comfortable areas 

by using partial wall heating sections, e. g. in a bathroom or 

guest cloakroom, and radiators can be dispensed with comple-

tely.

ROTEX heating pipes: 30 years‘ experience and

safety for generations

The heating pipe is at the heart of any underfloor heating 

system. ROTEX has manufactured PE-X heating pipes for more 

than 30 years which have proven, in practice, to be extremely 

durable and reliable. They are entirely corrosion-free, their 

oxygen barrier layer prevents corrosion of other components in 

the installation, and they provide long-term service with safety 

as a result of their extreme durability.

Your ideal temperature in a jiffy 

The underfloor heating control is by an 

intelligent electronic temperature controller. 

It allows you to specify precisely your ideal 

temperature in each room. Heating or coo-

ling at the touch of a button.

Optimum laying and thermal insulation

The ROTEX system or tacker plates offer many benefits 

in laying your underfloor heating. They are easy to lay, 

environmentally beneficial (CFC-free), provide an even 

temperature profile, good thermal insulation and have 

outstanding step noise insulation properties.

Underfloor heating

- even on the wall

ROTEX heating systems can also 

be executed as wall 

heating/cooling systems.
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ROTEX underfloor heating 

Modernisation:

Proving the tried and tested

Underfloor heating – simple to retrofit

When modernising existing buildings, one often wishes to 

incorporate floor heating as well. With many conventional 

systems, the additional requirement of raising the floor and the 

hot water temperature of the existing heating network often 

makes the work laborious, costly and sometimes impossible. 

Not with ROTEX. Because ROTEX offer underfloor heating 

systems for existing buildings for rapid and cost-effective 

retrofitting.

ROTEX System 70: Combined with radiators

The ROTEX System 70 provides the opportunity of combining 

existing radiators with underfloor heating. The water tempe-

rature of the underfloor heating is based entirely upon the 

selected design temperature of the radiator. 

As a result of the special DUO heating pipe, the surface 

temperatures of the floor and the radiators correspond to the 

currently accepted values.

ROTEX System 70: This system provides the opportunity 

of combining existing radiators with underfloor heating. 

Underfloor heating and radiators are operated at the same 

feed temperature and at no extra cost. 
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ROTEX underfloor heating 

To success systematically

Convenience and costs – made-to-measure

In order to tailor the special possibilities of a ROTEX underfloor 

heating system precisely to your wishes and requirements, we 

need a few basic details. As the result, we will provide you with 

a concept that is matched in an optimum manner to your re-

quirements and object under consideration of the economical 

and ecological aspects.

In the planning and calculation we take into account the type 

of structure, the location, the layout, the wall mounted items 

(materials, layer thickness), the set temperatures of the indivi-

dual rooms, the existing floorcoverings and the position of the 

distribution cabinet and the locations of the room temperature 

controllers.

Always right - be it residential or commercial buildings

ROTEX underfloor heating systems are also suitable for effici-

ent, economic and convenient climate control in commercial 

buildings having large floor areas. Just ask or send off for our 

special information material. We would be pleased to advise 

you comprehensively and without obligation.

System temperatures 35 °C – 45 °C System temperatures 55 °C – 70 °C Option

Areas of application: Monopex Monopex

industry

System 70 System 70

industry

Fan convector 

HP convector

New build ( )*

Modernisation with 

mounting height

Combination of 

underfloor heating and 

radiators

Heating and cooling 

(in combination with 

heat pump)

Wall heating

Large floor areas

Heat generator

Heating boiler

Heat pump (low tempe-

rature heating))

* if system temperature of heat generator of 55 °C – 70 °C in flow required

Protect system plate

The Protect system plate is  a nap-

plate with an additional surface 

protection layer of deep-drawn 

polystyrene to protect the heating 

pipe during laying. Two different 

executions and mounting heights.

Systems: Monopex, System 70

Tacker system

The ROTEX tacker plate for the 

underfloor heating pipe is available 

as a folding plate and roller track 

with laminated high-strength 

industrial film, ideal for laying the 

heating pipe over large areas (e. g. 

commercial).

Systems: Monopex

Room temperature controller 

The room thermostat facilitates 

convenient and individual control 

of the room temperature and has 

an impressive slim structure and 

design. Versions:

Radio version

•   Radio technology without battery

Wired version

•   LED display: 

Heating/Cooling (red/blue)

•   Read-off of all status messages

Heating circuit distributor RMX

Heating circuit distributor made-

from stabilised glass fibre reinforced 

polyamide. For all ROTEX underf-

loor heating system and radiator 

connection systems. Optimised for 

Comfort 365.

Basic module with integrated

mains unit with clock module

•   Basic module with integrated 

mains unit to supply the controller 

(radio and wired) and recording 

possibility for the clock module

•   Optimised interface to the indivi-

dual ROTEX heat generators

•   Optimised for Comfort 365

Clock module for expansion of 

the basic module:

•   2 set-back times for heating 

circuits

•   Pump overrun time

•   For easy operation removable from 

basic module

Monopex

The underfloor heating for low

system temperatures. Ideal in

combination with heat pumps.

•   Monopex 14 for floor mounting 

with system or tacker plates and 

wall heating

•   Monopex 17 for floor mounting 

with system or tacker plates

•   Monopex 20 for commercial and 

industrial areas

System 70

Underfloor heating system for direct 

combination with radiators or other 

heating surfaces. Various different 

pipe dimensions for various diffe-

rent applications.

•   DUO 17 for floor mounting with 

system plates

•   DUO 25 for commercial and 

industrial areas

HP convector 

Fan convector ROTEX HP convector.

•  Heating and cooling

•   Integrated electronic room 

temperature control with timer 

function

•   Particularly quiet and compact

•   Also suitable for bedrooms

•   Ideal in buildings with underfloor 

heating and radiators

Heating circuit distributor RMV

Heating circuit distributor made-

from stainless steel For all ROTEX 

underfloor heating system and 

radiator connection systems. 

Clip rails for wall heating

Clip rails in combination with Mono-

pex 14 as wall heating applicable.

Systems: Monopex 14
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ROTEX Heating Systems GmbH

Langwiesenstraße 10

D-74363 Güglingen

www.rotex-heating.com

What makes ROTEX different?

We offer individual solutions for optimum living and working

that are straightforward, intelligent, and futureproof.

ROTEX is a manufacturer and supplier of complete

innovative and environmentally responsible heating

systems – building on decades of experience. Since 1973,

ROTEX has stood for innovation and know-how in the

field of heat generation, storage and distribution. In the

development of products for our high grade and perfectly

matched components we focus on user benefits.

The ROTEX product range extends from heat pumps, 

condensing boilers for oil and gas, solar thermal systems 

and thermal stores, not forgetting underfloor heating and

heating oil tanks right up to rainwater tanks. Innovative systems 

that enable optimum use of conventional and alternative ener-

gy sources in both detached houses and apartment buildings. 

Whether in new build or modernisation projects. ROTEX products 

stand for unique cost efficiency with maximum environmental 

compatibility and the highest levels of flexibility.

ROTEX Heating Systems GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary

of Daikin Europe NV, making it a member of the DAIKIN

Group, the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier

of products for heating, ventilation and climate control.

Our combined competence generates optimum product

solutions to meet the highest user aspirations.
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